
CHILEAN COMIC BOOK COLLECTION

Many remember their favorite comics with fondness and nostalgia, evoking the halcyon

days and adventures of childhood. This collection is sure to elicit some smiles as well —

Featuring entertaining magazines for young people that circulated during the 20th

century, these pioneering pages brightened up the kiosks of Chile for many years, and

the lives of children throughout the country.

The publications are also a reminder of other bygone eras: This collection spans decades

marked by economic crisis, political turmoil, and social unrest in Chile’s history.

Through times of change, hardship, and upheaval, these comics and other illustrated

stories have provided a beacon of hope and imagination for children. Today, they are

remembered for their decades of success and contributions to youth culture.

1. ALADINO. Magazine of stories and comics

Aladino, a magazine first circulated by Apolo publishing house in 1949, was dedicated to

Chilean youth, children, and adults alike. The affordable publication used a classic small

format, and was particularly known for its popular comic series Mamita, as well as

adaptations of successful literary works such as The Invisible Man.

Though at first Alandino remained small and focused on classic tales, stories, and

comics that leaned heavily on illustration, from issue 58 onward it doubled in size. The

updated version looked more like an adult magazine, and this change was also reflected

in its content. The publication showcased more modern fiction pieces, as well as science

fiction. Featured titles included Space Opera and Captain Future, and contributions

and/or adaptations by local illustrators were also given more space.

With the format change came a change in ownership of the magazine as well. By issue

60, the original editor, De Vidts, no longer appeared in print, and a change of office was

shown concurrently. In issue number 67, editor Maria Luisa Vergara’s name appeared

and remained until the sudden end of the publication after issue 98.
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Complete collection of 98 copies, No.1 (Aug. 1949)-no. 92 (May 1951)

PRICE: $1,500.00

2.CABRO CHICO

The Cabro Chico magazine was created under the Allende government, under the

auspices of the Quimantú state publishing house. Almost all of its pages featured

exclusively-made, locally-produced comic strips. The magazine’s heyday took place in

the beginning of its production; its brief success ended in 1972 after 70 editions. Like

most of the work published at that time, it is now part of a debate regarding the didactic

capacity of the works, especially given the transparent cultural and social messages in its

pages.

The magazine is well-remembered for science fiction comics such as “Caleuche ship,” by

Lincoln Fuentes, and ”Martin y Kano,” by Jalid Daccaret. Other notable works included

"Mañungo", a young farmer who takes care of animals and has various adventures with

his pet condor; and “Panchito en la tierra de la fantasía,” which stars fairies with

miniskirts and boots, dreamlike elements, and interactions between the artist and the

characters.
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Collection with 91% of the total numbers published. 70 numbers were

published and this collection has 64. Published in Santiago by Editorial

Quimantú. Year 1, N° 1 (July 1971) – number 70 (December 1972).

PRICE: $2,000.00

3. CHASCON. Weekly story magazine

Chascón, a unique magazine published in the mid-1930s, was heavily influenced by the

surrealist style of the time. In its pages, popular illustrator Jorge Christie designed a

character to fight against Tarzan, creating an entertaining story that features pirates,

dragons, and goblins. The prolific Christie also contributed other comic strips, flashy

adaptations of Disney characters, and a series of illustrated stories.
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Complete and bound collection in perfect condition. It's 100 numbers.

Edited in Santiago. Year 1, N° 1 (April 23, 1936) – number 100 (March 23,

1938).

PRICE: $3,500.00

4. EL CABRITO. Children’s magazine

El Cabrito was created for Chilean schoolchildren, aiming to both educate and entertain

with stories based on legends and important characters in the history of Chile. The

magazine’s most celebrated illustrator was Lautaro Alvial B, who also worked

collaboratively with other cartoonists, including his brother Anibal, as well as Walterio

Millar and Henriette Morvan. Notably, the magazine also featured an extensive number

of contributions from readers, including drawings, anecdotes, poetry, humor pieces,

historical stories, and more.

After issue 50, El Cabrito increased its size and added notable comics such as “Pacha

Pulay,” “El zar de los abimos,” and “El nuevo Aladino,” among others. Around the 100th

edition, Henriette Morvan was appointed director and science fiction appeared,

including comics like ”Yarko the Invincible" and "El avión invisible,” a version of the

classic 1929 novel by Albert Bailly.
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Complete collection. 362 issues were published and this collection is bound.

Edited in Santiago by Editorial Zig Zag. Year 1, No. 1 (Oct. 1941) - Year 7, No.

362 (Sep. 29, 1948).

PRICE: $3,000.00

5. REVISTA MAMPATO. The best friend of the young

Mampato Magazine, first published in 1968, was named after a character created by

Oscar Vega and Eduardo Armstrong, and further developed by Themo Lobos. Mampato

was a hardworking and imaginative nine-year-old boy, who, thanks to his curiosity, met

an alien who gave him a tool to travel through time: the space-time belt. His adventures

became a cornerstone of children and youth culture during the 20th century.

The content of the magazine also included news reports, history, art, and entertainment,

thus forming a true children's encyclopedia. Through its different sections and covers,

some of the most important Chilean cartoonists’ work was also exhibited, including that

of Bernard Prince, Corentín, Howard Flyn, and Asterix y Obelix.

The unexpected death of Eduardo Armstrong in 1973 was a turning point in the history

of the magazine, but was able to preserve and continue its legacy through the dedication

of its new directors: Isabel Allende, Vittorio de Girólamo, Renzo Pechenino, Isabel

Wacholtz and Nicolás Velasco del Campo. Each maintained the original identity of the

publication for almost ten years. However, it was not immune to Chile’s social and

cultural problems during the 1970s, and was abruptly canceled in 1978.
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Collection with 89% of the total numbers published. 418 numbers were

published and this collection has 370. Published in Santiago by Editorial

Lord Cochrane. Year 1, N° 1 (October 30, 1968) – number 418 (November

26, 1978).

PRICE: $3,000.00

6.REVISTA SIMBAD: Peneca’s great friend.

Revista Simbad, first published in 1949, circulated for seven years. During these years,

comics such as Los ositos de Tomasín” and “Las aventuras de Muchi y Poco” brought

great joy to Chilean children.

Sinbad’s pages also brought classic tales — both original and adapted versions — to life,

including “Simbad el Marino” and the entertaining “Gato con Botas,” by Charles

Perrault. These stories were accompanied by illustrations by Elena Poirier, as well as

other notable artists of the time.
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Collection with 100% of the total numbers edited. There are 385 bound

numbers. Edited and printed in Santiago by Editorial Zig Zag. Year 1, N° 1

(September 8, 1949) – number 385 (December 26, 1956).

PRICE: $3,000.00
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